
Combine the Power of SoftwareONE and Snow Software to Accelerate 
Your 360° SAP Licensing and Usage Evaluation

Our special offer, 360° SAP Evaluation, combines 
SoftwareONE’s licensing expertise and experience, with 
Snow Software’s technology and technical services, to 
provide you with an accurate and holistic SAP license 
position. And it doesn’t end there. After the initial set- 
up and analysis, Snow will continue to allow you to take 
advantage of the Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software  
for a full year from purchase, and SoftwareONE’s SAP 
Licensing and Commercial Advisory experts will work 
with you to ensure you extract maximum value from 
your investment in our services. We’ll even run a second 
Licensing Report at your request during the year. This 
could be timed to coincide with your annual SAP audit 
to maximize the benefit!

SoftwareONE and Snow Software offer a structured 
service comprising implementation, configuration 
and SAP license management best practice. Our 
expert consultants will tailor Snow Optimizer for SAP® 
Software and deliver licensing advice in accordance 
with your business requirements to achieve the best 
possible outcome from negotiations with SAP.

The usage of SAP software has never been more 
dynamic and, the licenses you purchased may no 
longer reflect your actual needs, leaving you at risk 
of non-compliance and/or paying maintenance for 
licenses you no longer use.

Ensuring the SAP estate is optimized and knowing your 
compliance position will empower you in negotiations 
with SAP. You will know exactly what licenses and user 
types are required, and how  to  use  this  knowledge to 
your advantage. 

To provide you with the visibility and insight you 
need to pro-actively manage your SAP deployments, 
SoftwareONE has joined forces with Snow Software, 
and offers, in addition to our SAP Licensing & 
Commercial Advisory services, a 12-month license for 
Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software. We will show you 
how quickly, and with minimal impact, the technology 
can be deployed to assist you in managing your SAP 
software licensing environment.

360° SAP Evaluation | Key Benefits

Exact understanding of the baseline 
inventory with visibility of usage rights, 

obligations, and special terms related to 
your organization
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A full compliance position for your 
SAP estate

Optimization of SAP licenses

OPTIMIZE YOUR SAP ENVIRONMENT & 
REDUCE YOUR RISKS

Recommendations on  
potential savings

Full empowerment in SAP  
contract negotiations

Mitigate and quantify potential  
Indirect Access risk



360° SAP Evaluation | Scope & Deliverables
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 › Delivery, installation, configuration, and deploy-
ment of Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software

 › Baseline collection and aggregation of user and 
usage data

 › Analysis of license type composition and duplicate/
inactive users

 › Systems measurement data assessment

 › Measurement and assessment of all SAP Software 
products, including those not measured directly by 
the Snow tool

 › Detection and detailed analysis of potential Indirect 
Use violations, plus the evaluation of SAP’s Digital 
Access licensing model

 › SAP license entitlement review and upload

 › Compliance report: reconciliation between license 
entitlement and software usage

 › Optimization scenarios including the recommend-
ed removal of duplicate, erroneous and obsolete 
users

 › Summary report and recommendations

 › Critical processes

PHASE 1

 › Review deployment of Snow Optimizer for SAP® 
Software

 › Baseline collection and aggregation of user and 
usage data

 › Analysis of license type composition and duplicate/
inactive users

 › Systems measurement data assessment

 › Compliance report: reconciliation between license 
entitlement and software usage

 › Optimization scenarios including the  
recommended removal of duplicate, erroneous and 
obsolete users

 › Summary report and recommendations

PHASE 2

KEY OUTCOMES

 › A baseline of the current SAP environment
 › Identification and quantification of shelfware vs. used SAP licenses
 › Recommendations on licensing impact and optimization
 › Guidance on how to negotiate with SAP
 › A report detailing all work undertaken, findings and recommendations including formal presentation if required

SoftwareONE’s consultants are industry-leading 
experts on the complexities of the SAP software 
landscape including, but not limited to, audit and 
licensing management. We offer independent advice 
to companies of all sizes, helping them to understand 
their SAP environments, manage SAP costs, analyze 

and pinpoint areas of optimization, and greatly reduce 
risk. Do you want to learn more about the details of  the 
360° SAP Evaluation and how the pricing looks like? 
Contact our SAP experts right away and kick-off your 
SAP optimization journey. 


